Using a large sample of 90 Seyfert 2 galaxies (Sy2s) with spectropolarimetric observations, we tested the suggestion that the presence of hidden broad-line regions (HBLRs) in Sy2s is dependent upon the Eddington ratio. The stellar velocity dispersion and the extinction-corrected [O III] luminosity are used to derive the mass of central super-massive black holes and the Eddington ratio. We found that: (1) below the Eddington ratio threshold of 10 −1.37 , all but one object belong to non-HBLRs Sy2s; while at higher Eddington ratio, there is no obvious discrimination in the Eddington ratio and black hole mass distributions for Sy2s with and without HBLRs; (2) nearly all low-luminosity Sy2s (e.g., L [O III] < 10 41 erg s −1 ) do not show HBLRs regardless of the column density of neutral hydrogen (N H ); (3) for high-luminosity Sy2s, the possibility to detect HBLRs Sy2s is almost the same as that of non-HBLRs Sy2s; (4) when considering only Compton-thin Sy2s with higher [O III] luminosity (> 10 41 erg s −1 ), we find a very high detectability of HBLRs ,∼ 85%. These results suggested that AGN luminosity plays a major role in not detecting HBLRs in low-luminosity Sy2s, while for high-luminosity Sy2s, the detectability of HBLRs depends not only upon the AGN activity, but also upon the torus obscuration.
INTRODUCTION
Seyfert 2 galaxies (Sy2s) belong to a subclass of lowluminosity active galactic nuclei (AGN) with the absence of broad permitted optical lines, compared to Seyfert 1 galaxies (Sy1s). The standard paradigm of AGN is an accretion disk surrounding a central super-massive black hole (SMBH), with other components, such as broad-line regions (BLRs), narrowline regions (NLRs), jet, torus, et al. (e.g. Rees 1984; Antonucci 1993; Urry & Padovani 1995) . In the scheme of AGN oriented-unification model, the distinction between Sy2s and Sy1s depends on whether the central engine and BLRs are viewed directly (Sy1s) or are obscured by circumnuclear torus (Sy2s). This scenario was first suggested to explain the presence of polarized broad emission lines in NGC 1068, in addition to spectropolarimetric observations of hidden broad-line regions (HBLRs) in several other Sy2s (Antonucci & Miller 1985; Tran 1995; Heisler, Lumsden & Bailey 1997; Moran et al. 2000; Lumsden et al. 2001; Tran 2001; Zakamsa 2003b) . Infrared observations also confirmed the existence of broad emission lines in several Sy2s (Veilleux, Goodrich & Hill 1997) . More evidence for this simple unification model comes from the X-ray observations: Sy2s show much higher column density of neutral hydrogen (N H ) than type 1 ones as expected from the torus obscuration. In the local Universe, about half of Sy2s are found to be Compton-thick sources with N H > 10 24 cm −2 (Maiolino et al. 1998; Bassani et al. 1999; Risaliti, Maiolino & Salvati 1999) .
However, some Sy2s don't show HBLRs in the spectropolarimetric observations and some Sy2s have column densities lower than 10 22 cm −2 (so called "unabsorbed Sy2s", Panessa & Bassini 2002) in the X-ray observation, which challenged the oriented-unification model indeed. It is still not clear what kind of physical process is related to the presence of HBLRs in Sy2s. Natively, the detectability of HBLRs in Sy2s depends upon the sensitivity of observation, the strength of BLRs, and the inclination of the torus to the line of sight, etc (e.g. Moran et al. 2001; Gu & Huang 2002; Nicastro et al. 2003; Laor 2003; Tran 2003) . For unabsorbed Sy2s with N H < 10 22 cm −2 , their BLRs are either obscured by something other than the torus or it is weak or absent (Panessa & Bassini 2002; Gallo et al. 2006 ). For Compton-thick Sy2s (N H > 10 24 cm −2 ), it is impossible to estimate precisely the intrinsic X-ray luminosity (e.g. Maiolino et al. 1998; Bassani et al. 1999; Shu et al. 2006) .
It has been shown that the detectability of HBLRs in Sy2s is found to be related with the IRAS f 60 / f 25 flux ratio (Heisler, Lumsden & Bailey 1997; Lumsden, Alexander & Hough 2004) and the AGN activity (Sy2s with HBLRs have higher AGN luminosities, e.g. Lumsden & Alexander 2001; Gu & Huang 2002; Tran 2001 Tran , 2003 . Some authors claimed that Sy2s without HBLRs have larger N H (e.g. Lumsden, Alexander & Hough 2004 ) and some did not (e.g. Gu & Huang 2002; Tran 2001) . Recently, Shu et al.(2006) suggested that the detectability of HBLRs for luminous Sy2s is related to N H . For a small spectropolarimetric sample (from Tran 2001), Nicastro et al.(2003) found that the detectability of HBLRs in Sy2s is regulated by the Eddington ratio. Laor (2003) also proposed an analogous model for the existence of BLRs in AGNs.
In this paper, we calculate the Eddington ratios for a larger Sy2s sample (mainly from Gu & Huang 2002) to test the suggestion that the presence of HBLRs in Sy2s is dependent upon the Eddington ratios. In section 2, we briefly introduce the sample and present the calculation of Eddington ratios. Our results and discussion are given in Sec. 3. tropolarimetric observations. Out of these 90 objects, 41 show HBLRs, and 49 do not (see their Tables 1 and 2 ). The HBLR/non-HBLR classification is mostly from the results of Tran (2001; .
In order to calculate the Eddington ratios, L bol /L Edd , where L Edd = 1.26 × 10 38 M BH / M ⊙ erg s −1 , we need to know the SMBH mass and the bolometric luminosity. As we know, recent important progress on AGN study is that we can derive more reliable SMBHs' masses through several empirical methods. The broad emission lines from BLRs (e.g. Hβ, Mg II, CIV, Hα), the reverberation mapping method, the empirical BLR size-luminosity relation and the SMBHs mass-stellar velocity dispersion relation (the M BH − σ * relation) can be used to derive the virial SMBHs masses in type 1 AGNs (e.g. Kaspi et al. 2000 Kaspi et al. , 2005 Wang & Lu 2001; Gu et al. 2001; Vestergaard 2002; McLure & Jarvis 2002; Bian & Zhao 2004; Wu et al. 2004; Greene & Ho 2006a; Nelson et al. 2001; Tremaine et al. 2002; Greene & Ho 2006a , 2006b Bian et al. 2006) .
Because of the absence of the broad emission lines from BLRs in Sy2s, we use the M BH − σ * relation to derive the SMBHs mass (Tremaine et al. 2002) Whittle (1995) and Garcia-Rissmann et al. (2005) , the latter measured σ * through fitting Ca IIλλ 8498, 8542, 8662 triplet. For the common objects in Nelson & Whittle (1995) and Garcia-Rissmann et al. (2005) , the values of σ * are almost the same and we adopted the new values by Garcia-Rissmann et al. (2005) (Zakamsa et al. 2003a; Heckman et al., 2004; Greene & Ho 2005 where an intrinsic Balmer decrement (H α /H β ) 0 = 3.0 is adopted. The bolometric luminosity is calculated by assuming L bol = 3500L [OIII] (with an uncertainty of 0.4 dex, Heckman et al., 2004) . At last we calculate the Eddington ratios, L bol /L Edd , for this larger sample of Sy2s. The uncertainties in the Eddington ratios depend on the uncertainties in black hole masses and bolometric luminosities. The uncertainties of SMBHs are from σ * and M BH − σ * relation (0.3 dex, Tremaine et al. 2002) . The uncertainty of σ * is typically about 20 km s −1 , which would lead to uncertainty of about 0.3 dex in the logarithm of SMBH mass. Combined with the uncertainties of M BH − σ * relation and the bolometric luminosity, the uncertainties of the Eddington ratio is about 0.5 index. Recently, Zhang & Wang (2006) used the [O III] FWHM to calculated the SMBHs masses of Sy2s and suggested that absorbed non-HBLRs Sy2s harbor less massive black hole with higher accretion rates, which are similar to narrow-line Seyfert 1 galaxies (NLS1s). They found that the mean Eddington ratio of non-HBLRs Sy2s is 0.23 ± 0.14, which is larger than ours (−0.47 ± 0.16). The difference is due to the SMBHs masses. Their SMBHs masses were derived from the FWHM [O III] while ours are mainly from the stellar velocity dispersion. In Figure 1 , we showed the relation between the [O III] FWHM and σ * for the common objects. The solid line showed σ * = FW HM [OIII] /2.35/1.34. It is obvious that, for most objects in Zhang & Wang (2006) 
In Table 1 and Table 2 , we presented the multi-wavelength properties of non-HBLRs Sy2s and HBLRs Sy2s. In Table 3 , we presented the distributions of SMBHs masses and the Eddington ratios for Sy2s with and without HBLRs.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Distributions of SMBHs masses and the Eddington ratios
In Figure 2 , we show the distributions of the SMBHs masses and the Eddington ratios for HBLRs Sy2s and non-HBLRs Sy2s. The distribution of the SMBHs masses is almost the same for HBLRs Sy2s and non-HBLRs Sy2s. For the whole sample, the mean Eddington ratio for HBLRs Sy2s is larger than nonHBLRs Sy2s by the magnitude of 0.40, which is much smaller than the standard deviation of 0.79 (see Table 3 ).
In order to show the similarity between the distributions for the Eddington ratios and the SMBHs masses, we used the two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test, kolmov task in IRAF 4 . The K-S test showed that the distributions of the Eddington ratios/SMBHs masses for non-HBLRs Sy2s and HBLRs Sy2s subsamples are drawn from the same parent population with the probability of 48.5% and 64.8%, respectively (see Table 3 for detail). Therefore, for the whole sample, there is no significant difference in the Eddington ratios/SMBHs masses between non-HBLRs Sy2s and HBLRs Sy2s.
Due to the complicated nature of unabsorbed Sy2s (N H < 10 22 cm −2 , Panessa & Bassini 2002; Gallo et al. 2006 ) , we also calculated the distributions of the SMBHs masses and the Eddington ratios only for HBLRs Sy2s and non-HBLRs Sy2s with N H > 10 22 cm −2 . The distributions of SMBHs masses and the Eddington ratios keep nearly the same as for the whole Sy2s sample.
As we showed in Section 2, the [O III] FWHM underestimated σ * if we used the formulae, σ * = FW HM [OIII] /2.35/1.34. In our sample, there are 15 objects without direction σ * measurements. Excluding these 15 objects, we perform the K-S test to Sy2s with direct σ * measurements, the results are almost the same, which is presented in Table 3 as case C.
An Eddington ratio threshold for HBLRs and non-HBLRs
Sy2s?
As we mentioned in Section 1, AGN activity is required to understand the difference of Sy2s types. AGN luminosity is mainly from the disk accretion onto central SMBHs. Some authors discussed the relation between the formation of BLRs and the disk accretion process (e.g. Nicastro 2000; Bian & Zhao 2002) . Nicastro (2000) suggested that BLRs were formed by accretion disk instabilities occurring in the critical radius at which the disk changed from gas pressure dominated to radiation pressure dominated. This radius diminishes with decreasing low enough accretion rates and BLRs can't form. Laor (2003) also proposed an analogous model that the existence of BLRs in AGNs was based on the observed upper limit of emission line width of 25,000 km s −1 . Nicastro et al. (2003) used the relation between the SMBHs masses and the Hubble-typecorrected bulge luminosity to calculate the SMBHs masses. They then derived the Eddington ratio from the 2-10 keV Xray luminosity (L X ) by assuming a conversion factor, L bol /L X , of 10. They argued that Sy2s with HBLRs have the Eddington ratio larger than the threshold of 10 −3 , while non-HBLRs Sy2s lie below this threshold (see their Figure 2 ).
Though 2-10keV hard X-ray luminosity is a direct estimator of the AGN activity, and [O III]λ5007 luminosity represents only an indirect (i.e., reprocessed) measurement of the nuclear activity, due to the large absorbing column density of Sy2s, it is very hard and time-consuming to derive X-ray data for a large sample of Sy2s. On the other side, Kauffmann et al. (2003) Nicastro et al. (2003) would be lower than ours by ∼ 1.5 dex. In Nicastro et al. (2003) , the threshold of Eddington ratio is corresponding to the L X /L Edd threshold of 10 −4 . In order to test the suggestion of Nicastro et al. (2003) , we have to transform the L X /L Edd threshold into the L bol /L Edd threshold.
In the left panel of Figure 3 , we showed L X versus L [O III] . The red squares denote the HBLRs Sy2s and the black squares for the non-HBLRs Sy2s. The solid line is the best fit with the fixed slope index of 1.0, logL [O III] = (−0.91 ± 0.14) + logL X , with the correlation coefficient (R) of 0.71 and a null probability of P null < 0.001. The dash line is the best fit with unfixed slope index, logL [ ) between HBLRs Sy2s and non-HBLRs Sy2s. Below the Eddington ratio threshold of 10 −1.37 , there are only seven objects, all but one object (NGC513) belong to non-HBLRs Sy2s. Thus it suggested that at lower Eddington ratio, few HBLRs Sy2s are found, which is consistent with the model of Nicastro et al. (2003) . However, we note that at higher Eddington ratio, distribution of SMBHs masses and Eddington ratios are nearly the same for HBLRs Sy2s and non-HBLRs Sy2s (see Figure 4) Because spectropolarimetry just deals with a few percent of the light from the object, detectability of HBLRs strongly depends observationally on a variety of factors, such as the dilution of the polarized signal by host galaxy light, sensitivity and the inclination of the torus to the line of sight. It happens that objects previously thought to be non-HBLR do in fact show broad polarized lines in deeper observations (e.g., Moran et al 2001) . Here we just use their HBLR/non-HBLR classification from the sample of Gu & Huang (2002) , which is mostly from Tran (2001; .
As we mentioned in the section of introduction, for Compton-thick Sy2s (N H > 10 24 cm −2 ), it is not possible to estimate precisely the intrinsic X-ray luminosity. In Figure 5 , Compton-thick Sy2s are located above the solid horizon line of N H = 10 24 cm −2 and Compton-thin Sy2s are below this line. In the left-hand panel in Figure 5 , we show N H versus L bol /L Edd . If just considering the Compton-thin Sy2s, we find that all three objects below the threshold of 10 −1.37 are non-HBLRs Sy2s. Although only a few data points, there is a trend that at smaller Eddington ratio, more non-HBLRs Sy2s can be found. Above the threshold of 10 −1.37 , there are 10 HBLRs Sy2s and 7 nonHBLRs Sy2s with L bol /L Edd above the threshold of 10 −1.37 . Thus at larger Eddington ratio, the detectability of HBLRs Sy2s and no-HBLRs Sy2s are almost the same (see Figure 5 ). (Heisler, Lumsden & Bailey 1997) . The mean value of f 60 / f 25 is 5.08 ± 0.39 for non-HBLRs Sy2s and 2.50 ± 0.21 for HBLRs Sy2s. Just considering the absorbed Sy2s (N H > 10 22 cm −2 ), the difference of the f 60 / f 25 distribution is more significant( 5.62 ± 0.67 for non-HBLRs Sy2s and 2.46 ± 0.23 for HBLRs Sy2s). And K-S tests show that the f 60 / f 25 distributions for non-HBLRs Sy2s and HBLRs Sy2s subsamples are drawn from the same parent population with a possibility of 0.0037 and 0.0031 for the whole sample and for objects with N H > 10 22 cm −2 , respectively. A plot of L bol /L Edd vs. f 60 / f 25 showed that the correlation would be nice for Compton-thin Sy2s (R=-0.37, P null = 0.03). The solid line is the best fit, f 60 / f 25 = (4.22 ± 0.54) − (1.18 ± 0.52)log(L bol /L Edd ) (see Figure 6) . However, this correlation becomes weaker (R=-0.32, P null = 0.02) for the whole Sy2s sample. Near/mid infrared emission is regarded as being anisotropic whereas far infrared is isotropic. f 60 / f 25 can be used as an orientation indicator of torus (Heisler et al. 1997) . The larger values of f 60 / f 25 showed the higher tours inclination to the line of sight. The median correlation between f 60 / f 25 and L bol /L Edd showed that the larger Eddington ratio would lead to smaller torus opening angle (e.g. Wang et al. 2005) , and cooler infrared color is expected (smaller f 60 / f 25 ).
CONCLUSION
We calculated the SMBHs masses and the Eddington ratios for a larger compiled Sy2s sample. For Sy2s with the Eddington ratio larger than the threshold of 10 −1.37 , there is no obvious discrimination in the Eddington ratios/black hole masses for Sy2s with and without HBLRs; Sy2s with low luminosity and low Eddington ratios do not show HBLRs regardless of N H , which is consistent with the prediction of Nicastro et al. (2003) . For high-luminosity Compton-thin Sy2s, we find very higher detectability of HBLRs Sy2s (∼ 85%). However, as the present sample in this paper is an amalgamation of different observations with diverse quality of spectropolarimetric data, varying from object to object determined by the brightness, observers, integration time, and a host of other factors, it is hard to entangle the physical nature of Sy2s with and without HBLRs. In the future, we need more new data of hard X-ray spectra with good quality optical spectropolarimetric information. Number; Col.5: possibility from the same parent population of the SMBHs mass distribution; Col.6: log of the Eddington ratio; Col.7: the standard deviation of log of the Eddington ratio; Col.8: Number. Col. 9: possibility from the same parent population of the Eddington ratio. A: objects with NH ≥ 10 24 cm −2 and the available Eddington ratios, B: objects with NH < 10 24 cm −2 and the available Eddington ratios, C: objects with the direct σ * measurements. 
